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Welcome to an overview of the Showplace door styles, 
wood species and finish options. As you’ll soon see, 
there are a lot of choices in front of you.  

Every Showplace door style is offered in multiple wood 
species, and in all the finish options associated with each 
species.  All finishes are offered in your choice of satin or 
matte sheen. There are also overlay and header choices 
to consider. You’ll find full details in this booklet, or on 
ShowplaceWood.com. But the best way to find that just-
right door, wood and finish combination is to look at actual 
samples at your Showplace dealer, where the subtleties 
and details will be apparent. They also have the training and 
experience to help you narrow all the choices down to that 
one perfect style… your style.

it’s all up to you

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.
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Maple Linen, 
Carmel glaze

Red Oak Casual Vintage Linen Red Oak Hazelnut

Red Oak Driftwood Quartersawn white oak Autumn, 
Ebony glaze

Cherry Merlot

Cherry Cayenne

Cherry Natural

The ever-popular Covington door style projects a 
subdued air of refinement. 2-1/4” cope and stick 
frame with solid raised center panel and decorator 
edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustics. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

The Covington W door style adds a wider frame to the 
popular and versatile Covington design. 3-3/8” cope and 
stick frame with solid raised center panel and decorator 
edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustics. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

This timeless favorite fits a wide variety of design themes 
ranging from Mission to modern; from casual to rustic. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, red oak, 
hickory, quartersawn white oak and rustics. 
Overlay: Traditional, International+ and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

The Pendleton W door creates a subtly different look by 
adding a wider frame to the timeless grace of Pendleton. 
3-3/8” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, red oak, 
hickory, quartersawn white oak and rustic alder. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SPW)

The eyebrow arch of Oxford transmits dignity and flowing 
grace. Oxford is used on wall cabinets and vanities, and is 
paired with Covington for base cabinets. 2-1/4” cope and 
stick eyebrow arch frame with solid raised center panel 
and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

The cathedral arch of Hillcrest makes a clear statement 
of elegance. Hillcrest is used on wall cabinets and 
vanities, and is paired with Covington for base cabinets. 
2-1/4” cope and stick cathedral arch frame with solid 
raised center panel and decorator edge treatment.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

The Pendleton II door style adds the visual appeal of a 
center stile to Pendleton on doors 13” wide and wider. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Chesapeake is a handsome slant/raised design with a 
sleek edge profile. The style is an elegant refinement on 
an ever-popular theme. 2-1/4” cope and stick frame with 
solid raised center panel and smooth edge treatment.

Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustics. 
Overlay: Traditional, International+ and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

OxfordCovington WCovington Hillcrest

Pendleton IIPendleton WChesapeake Pendleton

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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Santa Fe offers flat-panel understatement with the 
visual appeal of the unique stepped top and bottom 
rails. 2-3/4” cope and stick frame with flat center 
panel and smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Traditional, International+, and Inset. 
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

The understated and sleek Lexington style has a notched 
inner frame section and a smooth outer edge profile. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional, International+, and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

The Galena door style fits well in settings ranging from 
contemporary to traditional. 3-3/8” cope and stick frame 
with flat reverse-raised solid center panel and decorator 
edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Concord has a smooth-edged frame similar to the 
Chesapeake door style, but with a flat center panel. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Traditional, International+, and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

The Lancaster door features a distinctive notched edge 
profile that repeats on the inner section of the frame. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
notched edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Understatement and refinement are the defining traits 
of Breckenridge. It is at home in many decor themes and 
settings. 2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center 
panel and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

With its traditional appeal and grace, Freeport is used on wall 
cabinets and vanities, and is paired with Breckenridge for base 
cabinets. 2-1/4” cope and stick eyebrow arch frame with flat 
center panel and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Red Oak Casual
Vintage Truffle

Lyptus Autumn Maple Casual Vintage Light Mocha

Red Oak TruffleMaple Natural Red Oak Amber

Maple Soft Cream, Walnut glaze

ConcordLexingtonSanta Fe Lancaster

BreckenridgeGalena Freeport
The Heritage door is a sleek flat-panel design with 
the subtle accent of an inset carved molding. Choose 
from four distinctive molding styles. 3-3/8” cope and 
stick frame with flat center panel, inset moldings, and 
smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade and lyptus. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+. 
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Maple Light Mocha, 
Oatmeal glaze

Heritage

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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The Bradford style is a flat-panel design with the 
elegance of mitered joinery and quiet sophistication. 
2-1/4” mitered frame with flat center panel and 
beaded edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple and paint grade. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Classic elegance defines the raised-panel Woodbury 
style. A mitered frame accented with a beaded edge 
treatment gives this design a furniture flavor. 
2-1/4” mitered frame with solid raised center panel 
and beaded edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple and paint grade. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

The Cambridge style features a wide mitered frame with 
a slightly convex center frame section. This creates a look 
that is both elegant and soft. 3” mitered frame with solid 
raised center panel and beaded edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus 
and rustic alder. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

The versatile Arlington door style is distinguished by its 
slightly-convex frame profile. 3” mitered frame with flat 
center panel and beaded edge treatment.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus 
and rustic alder. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

The Waterford door style combines the elegance of mitered 
joinery with the intricate visual nature of its sculpted frame 
profile. The raised center panel adds substance and classic 
character to this expressive design. 3” mitered frame with 
solid raised center panel and rounded edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade and lyptus. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Cherry Pecan

Cherry Sienna, Carmel glazeMaple Light Mocha Lyptus Truffle, Ebony glaze

Cherry Cordova, Ebony glaze

Cambridge

Woodbury Bradford

Arlington Waterford

The Sonoma door is a mitered design with a unique stepped 
inner profile all the way around its flat center panel, 
creating a uniquely geometric flavor. 2-3/4” mitered step 
frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus  
and hickory. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Maple Soft Cream,
Oatmeal glaze

Sonoma
Danbury combines a subtle edge treatment with a 
bold slant/raised center panel for stately elegance. 
2-1/4” mitered frame with solid center panel, and 
beaded edge. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple and paint grade. 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Cherry Autumn, 
Ebony glaze

Danbury

The graceful Marquis door combines the elegance 
of mitered joinery with an intricate sculpted frame 
profile. The flat center panel is a sleek counterpoint 
to the frame. 3” mitered frame with flat center panel 
and rounded edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade and lyptus . 
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Maple Linen Walnut

Marquis

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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Furniture-inspired Hamilton is a raised-panel style similar 
to Covington, but with the addition of an applied molding. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding and 
solid raised center panel and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory.  
Overlay: Traditional and International+. 
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

The Savannah door style is a flat-panel design related to 
Pendleton, with the furniture-inspired addition of an applied 
molding. 2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding, 
flat center panel and smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustic alder.   
Overlay: Traditional, International+ and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Savannah
The attractive Washington door style is similar to 
Chateau with a larger, more prominent applied molding. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding, flat 
center panel and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Chateau has a decorator edge treatment similar to 
Breckenridge, and features a distinctive applied molding for 
added depth and detail. 2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat 
center panel, applied molding, and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Classic Franklin is an applied-molding raised-panel 
style similar to Hamilton, but with a Pendleton-like 
smooth edge. 2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied 
molding and solid raised center panel and smooth edge 
treatment.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory.  
Overlay: Traditional, International+, and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Lyptus Coffee

Lyptus Truffle

Cherry Merlot, Ebony glazeMaple Linen, Carmel glazeCherry Sienna

Hamilton

Franklin

ChateauWashington

The detailed and handsome Summit door style features 
a beaded center panel, and is right at home in historical 
settings. 2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat beaded 
center panel and smooth edge treatment.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustic alder . 
Overlay: Traditional, International+ and Inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Maple White

Summit
Tahoe adds an applied molding to the beaded-panel 
Summit design. The end result is comfortable elegance. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding, flat 
beaded center panel and smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Monroe is similar to Tahoe with the addition of a larger 
applied molding and a decorator edge profile. 
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding, 
beaded center panel and decorator edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak and hickory. 
Overlay: Traditional and International+.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Cherry TruffleMaple Soft Cream

Monroe Tahoe

  

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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Cherry Russet Quartersawn White Oak Autumn Maple Soft CreamRed Oak Casual Vintage 
Sandstone

Maple Casual Vintage 
Light Mocha

Paint Grade White Paint Grade Soft Yellow Cherry Autumn, Ebony glaze

2-1/4” cope and stick frame with 
solid raised center panel.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory, rustic hickory and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Beaded inset (shown), flush inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Chesapeake Inset

2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel . 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory, rustic hickory and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Beaded inset (shown), flush inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Concord Inset

2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel. 
Offered in:  Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, and hickory. 
Overlay: Beaded inset (shown), flush inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Lexington Inset

2-1/4” cope and stick frame 
with  flat beaded center panel.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory, and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Beaded inset, flush inset (shown).
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Summit Inset

2-1/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, red oak, hickory, 
rustic hickory, rustic alder, and quartersawn white oak. 
Overlay: Beaded inset (shown), flush inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
shown above in available solid panel version (SP)

Pendleton Inset
2-3/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory, and rustic alder. 
Overlay: Beaded inset, flush inset (shown). 
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
also available in solid panel version (SP)

Santa Fe Inset

2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding 
and flat center panel. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, hickory, and rustic alder.   
Overlay: Beaded inset (shown), flush inset.
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece. 
also available in solid panel version (SP)

Savannah Inset
2-1/4” cope and stick frame with applied molding 
and solid raised center panel.
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade, lyptus, 
red oak, and hickory.  
Overlay: Beaded inset, flush inset (shown).
Drawer headers: Slab and five-piece.

Franklin Inset

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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                                         tends toward elegant warm tones, and also darkens considerably as 

it ages. Cherry has a fine grain that often exhibits swirls and a flowing, random pattern. 

Cherry’s color varies from nearly white to dark reddish brown. 

                                               is a heavy, dense wood that displays vibrant grain patterns and 

wide variation in color. It is the outgoing extrovert of the hardwood family. Lighter stains 

make this natural variation the most evident, while darker stains tend to mute it. 

                                                    is a time-honored favorite that has a prominent, 

distinctive grain character that may show tiny rays and flowing patterns. Red 

Oak tends toward warm tones, and is very hard with a high shock resistance. 

                                      has a fine, uniform grain pattern, and tends toward lighter 

colorations. Like all woods, maple will darken with age, but to a lesser degree than 

cherry. Maple takes on a subtle mottled appearance when finished in the darker stains.

                                          is an exotic hardwood that is sustainably grown on 

environmentally-managed South American plantations. Similar in hardness to 

maple, lyptus has a richly variable coloration and grain that brings fine mahogany 

All Showplace finishes 

are offered in your choice 

of satin or matte sheen. 

All standard woods and 

stains are also offered with 

specialty finish options like 

glazing and distressing. 

Cayenne Truffle Merlot Chestnut Cordova Coffee

Amber AutumnHazelnut Cognac Heather Truffle Driftwood Chestnut CoffeeNatural

Natural Amber CognacHazelnut AutumnTruffle Merlot

TruffleAutumn Chestnut Cordova

Natural Autumn

Hazelnut

RussetSienna Pecan

Coffee

Natural HazelnutBordeaux Taupe Pecan Autumn Nutmeg Harvest Brandy Espresso

Brandy

Harvest Brandy

Harvest Brandy

Harvest Brandy

Cherry

Maple

Hickory

Red Oak

Lyptus

to mind. It has a 

naturally warm, 

deep tone that 

will darken quite 

a bit as it ages.

Rustic woods create environments with authentic warmth and 

natural homey charm. Rustics display visible knots, mineral, and 

color variation in the door frame and solid center panel. The size, 

number and location of these characteristics will naturally vary. 

Showplace rustics are available in the wide range of door styles 

shown below, as well as several inset styles. Rustic cherry 

and rustic hickory are offered in all standard 

stains for those species, as shown on the 

previous page. Rustic alder is offered in the 

stains shown at right. The natural, timeworn 

character of rustics can be enhanced with 

optional glazing, distressing, or Vintage 

finish treatments.
Natural Nutmeg Driftwood CordovaAutumn Pecan Russet

Rustic Alder stains:

CoffeeBrandy

authentic           woodsrustic

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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Showplace glazed finishes (below) highlight detail 

and create a subtle impression of aging. Glazing is an 

additional finish step in which a pigmented material 

is applied to the surfaces, then hand-wiped partially 

away. This allows the glazing to “hangup” in areas of 

detail, adding visual contrast and depth. Because of the 

handcrafted nature of glazing, it is naturally variable, a 

unique expression of the artisan’s craft. 

Glazing can be subtle or dramatic, depending upon the 

base and glaze colors chosen. A dark glaze on a light 

stain or paint color can create a pinstriped impression, 

whereas a light glaze might be almost invisible. Talk 

to your Showplace designer for good advice on how to 

achieve the look you want.

Showplace glazing is offered at no additional charge in 

the six tones shown below. Available on all styles, woods, 

stains and paints, in satin or matte sheen.

Ivory
glaze

Oatmeal
glaze

Carmel
glaze

Walnut
glaze

Pewter
glaze

Ebony
glaze

Showplace distressing (above) gives an aged, timeworn look to 

cabinetry, reminiscent of antique furniture. The distressing process 

creates soft corners and profiles, and subtle, randomly-placed dents. 

Optional glazing accentuates these features even more. 

Showplace distressing includes your choice of oversanding, chain 

distressing, or both. Distressed paint finishes can also display optional 

rub-through. In the examples shown above, note the oversanding and 

rub-through that is visible on corners and raised areas. Also note the 

random dents created by hand-applied chain distressing techniques. 

An even higher level of aged character is available with the Showplace 

Vintage finish (pages 20-21, and shown below) which includes 

proprietary distressing techniques available only from Showplace.

handcrafted glazing

the timeworn character 
of distressing

Charcoal (above) is a 

distressed, nearly-black 

finish that allows subtle 

undertones of Natural or 

Cordova to  show through. 

Offered on red oak, hickory 

and cherry, Charcoal has 

a subtle lustre that will 

bring grain character to 

the forefront, or mute it, 

depending upon the angle of 

the light. The Black painted 

finish is similar to Charcoal, 

but without distressing or 

undertone. Black is offered on 

paint grade, maple, red oak, 

hickory and cherry

The versatile palette of Showplace painted 

finishes give the visual impression of a 

painted surface, but with Showplace lifetime-

warranty quality.  These finishes are created 

by a multistep process that includes final 

topcoating with an oven-baked varnish for 

superior durability. 

Fourteen standard paint colors are offered 

(below). These can be accented with free 

hand-wiped glazing (far left) to create a 

unique and subtle persona. An impressive 

84 paint/glaze combinations are possible.

The Showplace ColorSelect offering (page 18) 

lets you specify any of more than a thousand 

Sherwin-Williams paint colors for your 

cabinetry, trim and accents.

You can also opt for Showplace distressing 

(at left) to create an impression of aging. 

Or select one of the dramatic Vintage paint 

choices (pages 20-21).

All Showplace finishes are offered in your 

choice of satin or matte sheen.

No printed page can do justice to these subtle 

and intriguing finishes. We invite you to review 

actual finish samples at your Showplace 

cabinetry showroom. 

the versatile
             finishes  painted

and black
charcoal

the                    optionpaint grade
Showplace solid paint finishes are offered on our maple door 

styles. As a lower-cost alternative, Showplace also offers an 

option called paint grade. With our paint-grade cabinetry, doors and 

five-piece drawer headers have a solid fine-grain hardwood frame. 

Center panels and slab headers are of Medium Density Fibercore 

(MDF), which is an engineered wood product. Face frames and 

moldings are solid hardwood, and painted end panels are hardwood 

ply. MDF is used by cabinetry manufacturers of all quality levels 

because it is more stable than solid hardwood and will not expand 

and contract with seasonal changes. However, MDF is a material 

that is not generally discussed as an “all-wood” product in our 

industry. Charcoal is not offered on paint grade. 

Light Mocha Sandstone Sage Green Brick Red Graphite Smokey Blue Light Greige Mid Greige Dark GreigeSoft YellowOysterLinenSoft CreamWhite

17

Due to printing limitations, paint colors shown are approximate.  Please review actual finished samples when choosing paint colors.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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Choose any door style in maple or paint grade. 

Keep it simple, or add free glazing or distressing 

(page 16). You can select one of the Vintage 

choices in maple, red oak or paint grade (pages 

20-21). Select satin or matte sheen. Then 

coordinate other elements of your home decor 

with Sherwin-Williams paints, available at more 

than 3,000 sources nationwide. Talk to your 

Showplace dealer to learn all about it.

              Showplace painted cabinetry and 

        trim in any of more than  a thousand  

    Sherwin-Williams paint colors – that’s 

what Showplace ColorSelect gives you. 

more than a thousand
                     choicesColorSelect

ColorSelect

ColorSelect

custom

collections

Have your heart set on a specific paint color 

from another paint brand? Not a problem. The 

Showplace ColorSelect Custom option frees 

you to create cabinetry in any paint color, from a 

suitable swatch or chip. Some limitations apply, 

so talk to your Showplace dealer about this 

special offering.

The Showplace ColorSelect 

collections make it easy to work 

with a coordinated palette in 

your creative process. These 

collections have been created by 

color professionals to work well in 

the home and to harmonize with 

specific decor themes. These can 

be further enhanced with glazing, 

distressing or Vintage finish 

options. Talk to your Showplace 

dealer to learn more.

collection

collection

Southwest

Coastal

Inspired by the vivid and vibrant hues of a desert landscape, our Southwest 

collection will make a strong statement in the home and create lively settings.

The soft palette of the seashore is the foundation of our Coastal collection. A careful 

balance of warms, cools and neutrals will lend comfort and grace to the home.

Mahogany Turquoise Terra Cotta TumbleweedAdobe Brown

Moss Green Jade Green Beach Beige Estate GrayCottage Gray
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Due to printing limitations, paint colors shown are approximate.  Please review actual finished samples when choosing paint colors.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.



The unique Showplace Vintage offering takes antique 

character to the highest level. Special Vintage finish 

techniques include hand padding and dry brushing to 

create a distinctive impression of elegant aging. 

Optional Vintage character elements are achieved 

through chain distressing with a proprietary Showplace 

technique, worm holing and worm tracking, chisel 

and rasp distressing, and oversanding. This beautiful 

handcrafted finish is offered in three variations, some 

without distressing, on a wide selection of woods in both 

stains and paints. All  Vintage finishes are offered in 

your choice of satin or matte sheen. See below for more 

details, and just a  few of the many choices at right. Since 

no printed image can do justice to these vibrant and 

distinctive finishes, we invite you to view actual samples 

at your Showplace dealer.

• Multistep antiqued finish technique

• Walnut brushed accents with random 

     dramatic variations

• Proprietary distressed character elements

• Satin or matte sheen furniture-quality topcoat

• Stains offered on cherry, maple, red oak

   lyptus, and rustic alder

• Paints offered on maple, red oak, 

   and paint grade

• Multistep antiqued finish technique

• Walnut brushed accents with random 

   and dramatic variations

• No distressing

• Satin or matte sheen furniture-quality topcoat

• Stains offered on cherry, maple, red oak

   lyptus, and rustic alder

• Paints offered on maple, red oak, 

   and paint grade

• Hand-applied antiqued paint technique

• Walnut, Pewter or Oatmeal accents with 

   a softer, more blended appearance

• No distressing

• Satin or matte sheen furniture-quality topcoat

• In paints only, on maple, red oak, 

   and paint grade

• Available in all standard and  

  ColorSelect paint colors

Vintage Casual Vintage Brushed Vintage

the distinctive
             finishes  vintage

Maple 
Vintage Autumn

Below are just a few examples of the many Showplace Vintage choices:

Red Oak 
Casual Vintage Linen

Brushed Vintage
Oyster Pewter

Rustic Alder 
Vintage Natural

Red Oak 
Vintage Linen

Brushed Vintage 
Light Mocha Walnut

Brushed Vintage
Linen Pewter

Cherry 
Casual Vintage Autumn

Maple 
Vintage Nutmeg

Brushed Vintage 
Soft Yellow Walnut

Rustic Alder 
Casual Vintage Driftwood

Rustic Alder 
Vintage Russet

Brushed Vintage
Soft Cream Walnut

Brushed Vintage
White Oatmeal

Red Oak 
Casual Vintage Sandstone

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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Milan is a sleek slab design that showcases fine 
hardwood veneers in our full range of stains and paints. 
Veneer slab door with smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Cherry, maple, paint grade,  lyptus,
red oak and hickory.
Overlay: Traditional and International+. 
Drawer headers: Slab only.

Duet is a 3D laminate door with a 3/4” MDF core, and a 
smooth edge treatment. Duet SM is a SuperMatte 3D 
laminate door. All Duet doors are paired with matching or 
coordinating matte-sheen painted cabinets.
Offered in: 3D laminates on paint grade cabinetry. 
See laminate and paint combinations at right.
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab only.

Cherry Truffle

Milan Duet Duet SM

Horizon
Vienna is an understated slab design that is the 
perfect showcase for distinctive Exotic and 
Straight-Grain woods. Vertical-grain veneer slab door 
with smooth edge treatment. 
Offered in: Zebrawood, wenge, bamboo, 
American red gum, red oak SG, cherry SG and maple SG.
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab only.

Horizon offers unique horizontal grain veneers 
in our lovely Exotic and Straight-Grain woods. 
Horizontal-grain veneer slab door with smooth 
edge treatment.
Offered in: Zebrawood, wenge, bamboo, 
American red gum, red oak SG, cherry SG and maple SG.
Overlay: International+ only.
Drawer headers: Slab only.

Zebrawood Natural Wenge Natural

Vienna

Showplace Exotic and SG (straight 

grain) woods give you the modern 

appeal of distinctive rare woods, yet 

with a clear environmental conscience. 

Each of the offerings is fully sustainable 

and renewable.

Offered only in our Vienna and Horizon 

veneered slab doors, our Exotic woods 

include zebrawood, American red gum,  

bamboo and wenge. Exotic doors and 

drawer headers are paired with select 

maple and cherry face frames and 

components for a great balance of 

exotic appeal and real-world value. 

The maple, red oak and cherry 

SG choices are offered in all the 

standard stains for those wood species. 

As with Exotics, only the doors and 

drawer headers use SG woods. Cabinet 

components are of standard woods. 

All are offered in satin or matte sheen.

woods

laminates

exotic

3D

Maple SG
shown in Harvest

Red Oak SG
shown in Hazelnut

Cherry SG
shown in Sienna

Bamboo
Natural

Zebrawood
Natural

Wenge
Natural

American Red Gum
Natural

Duet SM, Morning Fog Tactile
on Light Greige paint

Duet SM, Light Greige
on Light Greige paint

Duet, White 
on White paint

Duet SM, Dawn Sky Tactile
on Mid Greige paint

Duet SM, Mid Greige
on Mid Greige paint

Duet, Soft Cream
on Soft Cream paint

Duet SM, Night Sky Tactile
on Dark Greige paint

Duet SM, Dark Greige
on Dark Greige paint

Ideal for modernist and contemporary 

settings, Duet and Duet SM doors use 

3D laminate surfaces, also known as 

rigid thermofoils or RTFs. The Duet door 

style is offered on matte-sheen paint 

grade cabinetry in matching colors.

The Duet SM door style is a 

SuperMatte 3DL offering with an 

ultra-smooth, low-sheen finish. The 

Tactile offerings have a distinctive 

surface texture that brings exotic 

wood grain to mind. Duet SM is offered 

on matte-sheen paint grade cabinetry 

in matching or coordinating colors.

  

Showplace 3D laminates are applied 

to Medium Density Fibercore (MDF).

Face frames and moldings are solid 

hardwood, and painted end panels are 

hardwood ply. All other construction 

details are the same as other 

Showplace cabinetry. 

Some limitations apply to slab doors. See your Showplace dealer for details. Some limitations apply to Duet doors. See your Showplace dealer for details.

Remember that variation is one of wood’s finest natural attributes. Actual finishes will inevitably differ somewhat from what you see here.Showplace continually adds new styles and products. To view the most current offerings, visit ShowplaceWood.com.
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WARNING: Like trees or any other products made of wood, machining, sanding, sawing, or drilling this product may produce wood dust, a substance 
known to the State of California to cause cancer. Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection.

plainsawn quartersawn Natural Truffle ChestnutAutumn

Quartersawn white oak uses the more difficult and costly 

quartersawing method to yield material with a distinctive 

grain pattern and superior stability. 

Offered in several versions of the popular Pendleton door 

style, it is the perfect choice for Mission-themed creations. 

Quartersawn white oak is also very receptive to glazing, 

which highlights its unique grain.

Please be aware that some other cabinetry brands will 
include cheaper non-quartersawn components with their 
quartersawn doors. Showplace does not do this. We use 
genuine quartersawn white oak for face frames, end panels, 
and coordinating elements like moldings on all quartersawn 
cabinetry orders.

Quartersawn White Oak stains:

CoffeeHarvest Brandy

1-877-607-2200
Harrisburg, South Dakota

All contents copyright © Showplace Wood Products, 2013    700.032 / 0713

quartersawnwhite oak

Showplace Wood Products 
is a certified member 
of the Environmental 
Stewardship Program 
of the Kitchen Cabinet 
Manufacturers 
Association.

If you’re feeling a little overwhelmed right now… 

we understand. There are a lot of choices open to you, 

and each decision is an important one. 

Unlike furnishings or decor, cabinetry is a lasting, 

permanent part of the home. It can also be an 

important factor in the future resale value of your 

home. Making good decisions that you will be happy 

with for a long time is a formidable task. But there is 

help. First off, we recommend you spend some time at 

ShowplaceWood.com, especially the Gallery section 

of the site. There you can browse dozens of actual 

homes, and see how the many Showplace options can 

express decor themes and personal styles. But the 

most important decision-making resource available 

to you is your Showplace dealer. They are specialists 

in this, and know how to help you create cabinetry 

you will enjoy for years. Take advantage of all your 

Showplace dealer has to offer.

your         stepnext


